SAWS

“YOUR LAPIRARY GENERAL STORE”

10" TRIM SAW by Lortone
ALL STAINLESS STEEL construction allows use of water, water based or oil coolants!!! Heavy-duty construction, you can turn this saw on and cut for 8 hours straight without fear or overloading the motor. Large 14 1/4" by 16 5/8" work surface. Complete with MK-303 10" X .040" X 5/8" sintered rim blade, manually moved vise, belt guard, plastic hood and 1/3 H.p. overload protected motor, 115 VAC. Saw requires 2 quarts of cutting fluid. WATER OR OIL BASED CUTTING FLUIDS ONLY!!!

INCLUDES REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPLASH HOOD

MLS Part # 703

TS10-C COMPLETE 10" HEAVY-DUTY TRIM SAW

MLS Part #: 272250

Price: $799.00**

INCLUDES REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPLASH HOOD

COVINGTON

10" TRIM / SLAB SAW by Covington
Use this saw to cut rocks, minerals and glass. Comes complete with power driven vise for slabbng, allows a cross feed distance of 3 ½" without repositioning. “Bulldog” vise swings out of the way for hand trimming. Motor and saw are mounded on an integral cushioned laminated base. Hold down hook runs under the tabletop so work pieces can't climb over the blade. Complete with Covington 10" "GOLD" blade, plastic shield, belt guard and 1/3 H.p. overload protected ball bearing motor, 115 VAC. Saw requires 1 gallon of cutting oil. OIL BASED CUTTING FLUIDS ONLY!!!

INCLUDES REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPLASH HOOD

COVINGTON

Model 1510CS COMPLETE TRIM / SLAB SAW

MLS Part #: 272450

Price: $1,295.00**

1510CS

COVINGTON

COMBINATION 14" TRIM/SLAB SAW by Covington
Saw is designed for either TABLE TOP or LEG mounting. Sawmill type carriage glides on steel ways. Can be used as a "Trim" saw by installing the provided table. A large capacity vise holds 5 1/2" high X 6" long rough. The cross feed allows several cuts without repositioning. Complete with MK-303 14" X .070" X 5/8" sintered rim blade and 1/2 Hp. overload protected ball bearing motor, 115 VAC. Saw requires 4 ½ gallons of cutting oil. OIL BASED CUTTING FLUIDS ONLY!!!

INCLUDES REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPLASH HOOD

COVINGTON

Model 703HDS COMPLETE SLAB SAW

MLS Part #: 272900

Price: $5,295.00**

1152PF

INCLUDES REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPLASH HOOD

COVINGTON

18" SLAB SAW by Covington
Saw is designed for FLOOR mounting. Sawmill type carriage glides on steel ways. Six (6) speed power feed with automatic shut off. A large capacity vise holds 7" high X 9" long rough. The cross feed allows 8" of material to be cut without repositioning. Complete with MK-303 18" X .085" X ¾" sintered rim blade and 1/2 H.p. overload protected ball bearing motor, 115 VAC. Saw requires 5 ½ gallons of cutting oil. OIL BASED CUTTING FLUIDS ONLY!!!

INCLUDES REMOVABLE PLASTIC SPLASH HOOD

COVINGTON

Model 703HDS COMPLETE SLAB SAW

MLS Part #: 272900

Price: $5,295.00**

* - Item not normally stocked, special order item.
** - Special shipping charge for item.